The expansion of e-book collections in education and training is profoundly affecting the way services are delivered and is bringing benefits to many students.

**But what barriers remain?**
What are the associated challenges for learning support staff, disability teams, librarians and students themselves? What legal risks do learning providers face? How do responsive publishers reduce those risks and how can that translate to competitive advantage?

This one day event will look the issues from all perspectives and will be of value to all concerned with academic publishing. For library and disability staff it’s a chance to be inspired by new opportunities and empowered to influence change. For publishers it’s an opportunity to understand an increasingly significant issue for education, see how others have responded and work out how to better target and market your products.

Speakers and sessions will include:
- Stephen King, President of the Daisy Consortium, Group Director at RNIB and former publishing professional.
- Dr Alicia Wise, Director of Universal Access at Elsevier.
- James Scholes, undergraduate in Computing at Leeds Metropolitan University, provides a learners perspective.
- Alistair McNaught and Shirley Evans, JISC TechDis explore the research from the CLAUD library group.
- Proactive library approaches from Andy McMahon (University of Dundee); Alyson Peacock (Leeds Metropolitan University); Paresh Raval (University of St Andrews); Liz Wyman (Newcastle under Lyme College).

For more information and to register please visit [www.jisctechdis.ac.uk/techdis/events](http://www.jisctechdis.ac.uk/techdis/events).